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Introduction

This document examines the alternative uses of landfill sites as part of a strategy to promote infill

development, or the use of disturbed areas that once were on the outskirts and now are

surrounded by the city. The report arises from my involvement with the City of Tucson

Planning Department and their interest in reclaiming landfill sites that are owned by the city.

Early on, the Planning Department of the City of Tucson and the Tucson / Pima County Arts

Council (TPAC) prepared a design Charrette or an "Illustrated Brainstorm" for a landfill

reclamation exercise for the "A" Mountain Landfill. The idea of this Charrette was to develop

the landfill reclamation proposal on a site that presented the opportunity for more public

exposure and sphere of influence if the city ever decides to develop such a program. I was

involved in this project as organizer and researcher from the Planning Department, and as one

of the team #5 members, representing the University of Arizona planning program.

The City of Tucson has over 30 landfill sites in the metropolitan area. Of these, two thirds are city

owned, maintained and operated. Only one of these remains open and most of the rest were

closed before the new EPA landfill regulations of 1993. The 10 remaining sites are privately

owned, and each offers an interesting story in terms of materials deposited, dates of operation,

location, size, and other issues. But the overriding problem of these sites is that all but one of

them are inside the metropolitan area of Tucson. The city's growth and expansion has reached

what once was considered outskirts and open desert areas. New developers are taking the

opportunity to develop cheap land forcing the city's growth trends into more vast and extended

areas. Due to an understandable NIMBY ( "Not in my back yard ") labeling of the landfills by

the community and the neighborhoods around these sites, the social and political pressure to

the city authorities increases every year. Many city officials prefer to ignore the problem by

keeping them as open spaces and maintaining a minimum monitoring effort to avoid liability

and expenses.
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This Masters Report focuses on the opportunities that these landfills could bring to the city. First,

it is my intention to show the community and the City Council that these sites should be

considered assets of the city, instead of nuisances and eyesores. Second, the price of open

space inside developed areas is obvious, as well as the opportunity to provide services and

alternatives that benefit surrounding neighborhoods, enhance their image and increase their

land value. Using landfill sites and promoting infill is an efficient use of land that reduces high

operation costs, maintenance and infrastructure. Third, since the sites are located throughout

the metropolitan area, this is a good opportunity to link the proposal to linear parks, open

spaces, commercial developments and transportation linkages; stop the negative externalities

of wildcat dumping, gang activity, homeless settlements and erosion; and at the same time

establish monitoring mechanisms for existing landfills. All of this is part of a broader study to

enhance the urban image of Tucson and to use the sites as a tool; a visual aide, an infill tool, a

positive influence in the community. Fourth, there is no study or previous experience for an

overall urban landfill reclamation project. This report provides a first step and may be used to

obtain private and federal support and set a precedence that can be used in other parts of the

nation, and perhaps, in other countries.

The approach I chose for the report is to combine the results of part of my internship research with

my work at the Planning Department and the Charrette experience. A general study of

reclamation experiences is also part of the background for decision making and interpretation

of the problem and possible solutions. It is important to remember that my focus is not on how

to design, operate and maintain an open landfill, but on how to use a closed landfill, a " closed

non -public open space. "

My intention is to change the landfill perception from that of an unusable urban "eyesore" to a

usable community asset. Then using the City of Tucson as an example, I will develop a

proposal as an exercise of one alternative with different uses, approaches and solutions that
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will be related to its general plan, future and image. This proposal will combine the

considerations, possible uses, public opinion and feedback with my experience at the Planning

Department to make a proposal specifically designed for the conditions of the City of Tucson.

The Report is divided in two basic parts: The first part consists of two chapters. Chapter 1

provides background information on the magnitude of waste generation in the U.S. and

Tucson. Chapter 2 describes the environmental concerns of waste. The second part, which

has five chapters, deals directly with the landfill issue. Chapter 3 is divided into three

sections. The first covers the landfill reclamation in the City of Tucson the second

summarizes the information on landfill reclamation experiences in various cities of the

Southwest and, finally, the third describes some positive experiences in various cities of the

U.S. and the world. Chapter 4 describes the range of environmental issues arising from

landfills, establishes basic guidelines for landfill closure, reclamation and design, and

concludes with the important issue of public participation. Chapter 5 provides the

classification of possible landfill uses. Chapter 6 describes the specific case of the City of

Tucson, an analysis of the landfill conditions and the findings of the report, a list of all the

landfill sites in the Tucson Metropolitan area with their location, characteristics, and general

information. Chapter 7 concludes with an explanation of my personal beliefs, findings and

intentions of this document. I am particularly interested in advancing a preliminary proposal,

a utopian idealistic view, of how the former landfills can be used to enhance Tucson's

identity, personality, and charm.
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Chapter 1

General Information on Waste
Part I
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Chapter 1. General Information on Waste

This chapter provides information needed to understand the magnitude of waste generation in

the U.S. It begins by describing in general terms the problem of waste. It then describes in

comparative terms, the quantities and composition of waste between the U.S. and the City

of Tucson.

1.1 The Problem of Waste.

Today we live in a fast -moving industrial society that produces vast quantities of waste. This

problem has become a major challenge for both, business and government. Improper past

disposal practices have caused environmental degradation, costly remedial actions, and

public opposition to the siting of new facilities, which sends waste to mere remote areas at

higher costs.

Not so many years ago, managing waste was primarily a local responsibility. Today federal,

state, and local governments are beginning to impose stricter regulations on the design and

operation of waste disposal facilities. The major objective goes beyond the simple disposal

of waste; it now seeks to protect the community from adverse environmental and health

impacts. Improved technology for collecting, processing, and disposing of waste is being

demanded by the public and provided by new technologies. Until our society provides

better management of waste, public opposition will continue to grow; costs will rise, space

for disposal will become more scarce, and the call for tighter restrictions will continue to

escalate.

At the heart of the debate is the landfill. Landfills were developed to provide cheap disposal

alternatives not to protect the environment. Today, landfills are designed to contain waste

products and to protect the environment over the long term. Other methods of managing

waste, including recycling, composting, and incineration are being instituted by

communities around the world. Until society manufactures, designs and consumes products

that are recyclable, reusable or less wasteful, the allocation of space for solid waste landfills

will remain a necessity.
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In the U.S. a new set of federal landfill regulations, known as the Subtitle D, will force many

communities around the country to construct state -of- the -art landfills (Leary and Walsh,

1992). Similar steps are being taken around the world that will provide a more responsible

way of managing and disposing of waste.

1.2 Waste Quantities in the U.S. and the City of Tucson.

According to estimates by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the U.S.

produces over ten billion tons of waste per year (EPA, 1990). This quantity comes not only

from municipal waste but from agriculture, mining, and industry. According to the most

recent EPA figures, about 180 million tons of municipal waste are produced each year in

the U.S. Without source reduction, the EPA estimates that U.S. citizens will generate

approximately 216 million tons of municipal waste by the year 2000. Waste volumes are

growing even faster than our population. The U.S. now produces about four pounds per

person per day of municipal solid waste, up from about 3.5 pounds per person per day in

1960, and projected to be about 4.4 pounds per person per day in the year 2000 (EPA

1990).

As seen in Table 1, the quantities of waste generated in the U.S. reflects the prevailing

economic activities and market. Mining and industry are the largest generators of waste;

activities like energy production and agriculture do not have a reliable method of measuring

waste, because the extent of the activity is too vast. All of these activities yield

environmental impacts that, depending on the practices and method of exploitation, will

generate different quantities and qualities of waste.
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Table 1 Quantities of Waste in the U.S.

Waste Annual Quantities

Municipal Solid 133 million tons

Household Hazardous 25 -40% of MSW

Municipal Sludge waste water 8.4 million tons (dry basis)

Municipal Waste 2.3 million tons

Combustion Ash Industrial 430 million tons (dry basis)

Non hazardous 660,000 tons

Generator

Construction/ Demolition 31 million tons in LFs

Agricultural unknown

Oil and Gas unknown

Mining 1.4 billion tons

Source: US EPA, 1990.

1.3 Composition of Waste.

Waste is a dangerous combination of all the materials that our industrial society uses, from

complex and carcinogenic industrial and agricultural chemicals to grass clippings and

orange peels. According to the EPA (1990) the aggregate composition of the waste stream

consist of organic waste (35 %), paper and cardboard (40 %), metals (9 %) and inorganic

materials (16 %).

Comparative percentages of various components of the waste stream will change and vary as

our society changes and grows. For example, as shown in Table 2, in the case of Tucson

compared to the U.S. average, the percentage of organic waste is higher due to more

domestic or residential waste generation. There is a direct reduction in paper and metal

waste, a clear example of consumer practices and major economic patterns. Tucson is a
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city that is primarily based on residential, commercial and services activities, with less

industrial activity. In the past the economy was based more on agriculture and farming.

This type of information is reflected in landfill composition and is needed to estimate the

composition of a landfill during a certain period of time. For example, in the future it is

anticipated that the percentage of plastics in the waste stream will continue to grow as more

uses are found for this convenient and light weight material. Other changes in the

composition of waste can be expected. Recyclability or reusability of products may become

more common as different patterns of reuse and composting are replacing inefficient waste

disposal practices. The same will occur as products are produced under new regulations that

restrict their composition and characteristics. Major steps were taken when household

materials were required to be biodegradable and when hazardous waste could not be

mingled with domestic trash or treated as common waste.

As seen in Tables 2 and 3, landfills are evaluated for future use by estimating and measuring

the amounts of waste and composition during specific time periods. Waste during the

1950's and 1960's consisted mainly of organic waste, a pattern that was dramatically

changed with the introduction of domestic trash disposal devices which appeared in

household sinks beginning in the 1970's. From that time, the waste stream saw a dramatic

change in organic composition. With less food waste, the generation of odors, liquids and

gas was reduced dramatically. At the same time, sewer systems became overloaded with

new types of solid waste, yielding impacts that affected sewer lines and water treatment

plant capacities and performance.



Table 2 Comparative Solid Waste Stream Composition, 1990 -1994

U.S.

Solid Waste

Tucson

Amounts in Percentage

Food Waste 8.39 17.0

Yard Waste 19.80 18.9

Other 7.92 11.0

Organic Subtotal 36.11 46.9

Newsprint 5.15 6.4

Corrugated 7.31 9.3

Mixed Paper 24.39 12.9

Paper Subtotal 36.85 28.6

Ferrous Metal 7.45 5.3

Aluminum 1.34 1.1

Other 0.20 0.0

Metal Subtotal 8.99 6.4

Plastics 7.92 7.3

Glass 8.25 7.9

Other 1.88 2.9

Inorganic Subtotal 18.05 18.1

Total 100.00 100.00

Source: EPA, 1990



In Table 3, the density of each component determines the volume, weight and space used in a

landfill more specifically. This information helps determine subsidence factors, reuse of a

landfill site, and landfill composition, which is related to landfill gas generation. In landfills

where there is building debris, the presence of gas is minimal, but the subsidence at the

surface is much more apparent. The same is true if the composition consists mainly of

domestic trash or industrial waste; one will generate more gas, and the other could be a

more hazardous threat to the ground water aquifer.

Table 3 Typical Uncompacted Densities of Municipal Solid Waste Components

As Discarded

Component Density (lb /cu ft)

Food wastes 8 - 30

Paper 2 - 8

Cardboard 2 - 5

Plastics 2 - 8

Textiles 2 - 6

Rubber 6 - 12

Leather 6 - 16

Garden trimmings 4 - 14

Wood 8 - 20

Glass 10 - 30

Tin cans 3 - 10

Non -ferrous metals 4 - 15

Ferrous metals 8 - 70

Dirt, ashes, brick 20 - 60

Source: Tchobanoglous, Theist and Eilassen, Solid Waste: Engineering Principles in Waste

Management, 1997.
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Table 4 shows future waste estimates for the City of Tucson. The more dramatic changes in

waste are related to population growth, a pattern well known in southwest cities of the U.S.

Commercial and residential waste increase their percentage of services as the population

increases.

Table 4 Solid Waste Generation, City of Tucson*

Residential

1988 1989

Year

1990 1991 1995

Tons of Waste Generated

2000 2005

Single Family 121,579 124,658 126,386 128,913 139,540 154,064 187,803

Multi- family 57,480 58,630 59,800 60,996 66,024 72,896 88,860

Commercial

City 88,078 94,046 75,637 67,317 97,600 126,800 152,200

Private 248,734 216,734 166,176 140,128 203,177 264,130 316,956

City Depts.

Streets 23,269 41,406 41,680 42,000 45,000 50,000 60,000

Parks 3,471 6,187 6,227 6,300 6,700 7,400 8,800

Drop -offs 38,500 39,300 40,000 40,800 44,200 48,700 59,400

TOTAL 581,111 580,961 515,906 486,454 602,241 723,990 874,019

Source Solid Waste Management, COT, 1995

* Estimate based on an annual 2% growth, maximum peaks and 5 year increments.
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Table 5 City of Tucson, Disposal Distribution

Commercial 46.9

Residential 36.1

Public Drop -off 7.7

City Construction 9.3

TOTAL 100.00

Source Solid Waste Management, COT, 1995.

Table 5 shows the same pattern of activities for the City of Tucson. Almost half of the waste

is generated by commercial activity. Residential disposal is a little above the normal

average of 33% (SWM -COT, 1996) and even construction, although a small percentage, is

still above the normal by 3 percentage points. Again, this distribution confirms the

predominant patterns of waste source, composition, and activity in the Tucson

Metropolitan area.
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Chapter 2. Environmental Concerns

This chapter describes the major environmental concerns related to solid waste. These

problems are the result of old waste disposal practices, which were basically burning and

trash incineration. In recent times, the practices of waste reduction, composting and

recycling have become new solutions and are becoming alternative approaches to

combating environmental problems related to waste.

2.1 Major Environmental Concerns.

Managing the immense volumes of waste produced in this country is a problem in itself, but

the environmental and health impacts of improperly managing waste are the key societal

concerns. The three major concerns are ground water pollution, landfill gas and subsidence

problems.

Ground Water Pollution: Pollutants in waste can cause health and other environmental

problems if allowed to enter ground water, which is used for drinking by 70% of the nation.

Chemical reactions during degradation of landfill material allows pollutants such as metals

to become soluble and to migrate, if not contained, into surrounding water supplies. The

combination of decomposing components with moisture and water creates a liquid that is

called leachate. Today's landfill designs seek to contain these waste materials and monitor

ground water to ensure that containment is secure (SWM -COT, 1996; O'Learry and Walsh,

1992).

Landfill Gas: As waste degrades in a landfill, methane -an odorless explosive gas -is

produced as a by- product of decomposition. Unless methane is controlled, it can build up in

a landfill and migrate to nearby structures, creating the threat of explosion. Methane gas

and heat created by waste decomposition can also kill vegetation, which is used to

minimize erosion. Other toxic gases may also be created during waste decomposition in a

landfill. Increasingly, these toxic gases are the subject of concern for landfill operation and

air quality (SWM -COT, 1996; O'Learry and Walsh, 1992; Dillard, 1996).
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Subsidence: As waste decomposes, the weight of waste settles into cavities and uncompacted

components in the landfill. Subsidence occurs mainly during the first five years after

landfill closure and can represent 30% of the total depth of the landfill (Dillard, 1996).

Subsidence and movement in landfills can also jeopardize the cap or protective layer on top

of the landfill, exposing the waste to moisture which will generate more gas or leachate,

erosion and pollution. These movements condition the possible use of landfills. Locating

permanent structures on top of a landfill is not recommended, unless remedial measures are

provided.

Landfill operation can also cause nuisances which result in poor public relations with

neighbors and the nearby community. Odor problems, air pollution from landfill fires,

windblown paper, and noise can all rise to unacceptable levels if not addressed quickly.

Proper landfill operation and closure can eliminate or significantly diminish these

problems.

2.2 Waste Disposal.

The increasing concern about environmental impacts of land filling has caused many

communities to investigate alternatives to landfills. However, land filling still remains the

major form of waste disposal in the country. By most estimates, over 80% of all municipal

solid waste ends up in the landfill. Of the remainder, something less than 10% is currently

incinerated and about the same amount is recycled. A small percentage is composted (Alter

and June, 1979; Research Triangle Institute, 1996; Hubbard, 1996; SWM -COT, 1996; US

EPA -1990). These percentages are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6 Proportion of Waste Practices

Method Percentage

Landfills 77 -80

Incineration 10

Recycle 13

Composting 3 -5

Total 100

Source: COT, Waste management - EPA update, 1996

These numbers are constantly changing, due to the fact that many communities are using

different waste disposal practices. New management of waste attempts to segregate the

various components of the waste stream and to manage those portions of the waste stream

in an environmentally sound and economically efficient manner. According to this

approach, the following hierarchy of managing waste is practiced: (1) waste reduction; (2)

recycling; (3) composting; (4) incineration; (5) land filling.

By using this hierarchy, reliance on landfills is diminished and waste is handled in the most

efficient manner. For example, a major effort at waste reduction will reduce the overall

waste stream without producing waste that must be managed. Due to the importance of

these approaches in recent waste management efforts, each will be discussed.

Waste Reduction: The production of durable goods, improved repair of existing products, and

development of packaging with waste reduction in mind, all assist in reducing the waste

stream. While waste reduction is an approach that requires a national corporate policy or a

federal law to be effective, some communities have attempted to ban the use of certain

products because of their non -recyclability. This effort forces waste reduction practices in

the local community.

Recycling: Many communities are now employing recycling to further reduce waste

volumes. Recycling collects reusable material from the waste stream. The recycled material
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then becomes a commodity used in manufacturing new products. For some materials, such

as newsprint, glass, and aluminum, markets already exist around the country. For other

materials, such as magazines, few markets exist but efforts to improve product

marketability are growing. Some community efforts around the country have reduced waste

volumes through recycling by 25% or more (Waste Age, April 1996; Leary and Walsh,

1996; Garbage, 1991). Significant national efforts at recycling are expected in many states

in the near future.

Composting: Waste that is not recycled contains both energy and nutrient value that

processing can capture. Additionally, processing reduces waste volumes. Both, composting

and incineration processes, decompose materials to capture this value. Composting, a

natural biological process, reduces the waste stream into a product that can be used as a soil

amendment. Composting has become a very attractive alternative for managing yard waste

around the country. Other communities are also investigating solid waste composting to

manage the non -recyclable fraction of the municipal waste stream.

Incineration: Incineration, or the burning of waste to produce energy, has also been an

attractive waste processing approach for many communities. Properly operated,

incineration projects can provide energy in the form of electricity or processed steam, while

reducing significantly the volume of waste that must be landfilled. Controlling air

emissions from incinerators and properly managing incinerator fly and bottom ash, are

significant challenges for these systems.

Land filling: Finally, even if communities practice maximum effort at waste reduction,

recycling, composting, and/or incineration, a landfill is needed. Planned and proper waste

management involves the adequate combination of all of these waste management

approaches. When used, they improve environmental protection, decrease potential

liability, control waste management costs over the long run, and create jobs and economic

development. But until each community finds its better, more suitable combination, the

demand for landfill space will remain as the last source for waste disposal.
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Chapter 3. Landfill Reclamation

This Chapter is divided in four sections. The first section provides a brief history as an

introduction to the landfill issue. The three remaining sections summarize landfill reclamation

experiences; the second section describes landfill reclamation in the City of Tucson; the third

summarizes research on landfill issues in eight cities of the southwest region. Finally, the

fourth section describes reclamation experiences in different cities in the U.S. and the cities

of Tokyo, Mexico City and London.

3.1 A Brief History.

Modern times are promising as new technology, policies, and approaches begin to give society

new hope for the future. But in the years ahead the problems of inexperience and past

practices that have left marks and repercussions in our history, society, and environment

must be addressed.

It was during the late 19th Century, when the Industrial Revolution took hold, and throughout

the 20th Century, that new improvements in all fields allowed cities to grow more rapidly.

The complexion of countries started to shift as urban populations grew, generating new jobs,

imposing new demands on cities and their services. As never before, society faced a series of

new social, political, economical, technological, health and environmental problems. One of

these problems was waste generation. Before the modern era, waste related problems were

addressed by burning and dumping in open areas. Due to the amounts and nature of the

waste, (mostly organic) the decomposition process allowed the waste to be recycled into the

environment. Unlike today, there were no problems of space, overpopulation, high density or

concentration.

During Tucson's early history, many areas along watercourses provided a convenient source of

construction material. The Santa Cruz river, Rillito Creek and Pantano Wash provided

materials like mud bricks, adobe blocks, gravel and sand that were needed for an emerging
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and growing city. As new materials and building techniques changed, many of the mines

were closed. Gravel pits and mines that operated for many years left huge holes and spaces

along these watercourses.

After W.W.II, the 1950's came with an amazing boom in growth. Many cities of the U.S. grew

at rates never seen before. This growth generated new jobs and increasing amounts of

different waste, from organic waste that decomposes easier to a synthetic and non -

biodegradable waste.

In the 1960's the waste disposal problem became an overwhelming concern. Past practices of

burning trash and dumping it on public areas had proven inefficient, unsafe and dangerous.

As communities became aware of these problems, authorities began the practice of waste

disposal by burying trash. These areas became known as landfills, or covered dumps (PAG,

1995). It was the most convenient and least costly way of disposing of trash using open areas

that were deemed "useless ". The land was then leveled to its original height in a series of

"compacted" layers of trash and dirt. Finally, when the maximum capacity was reached, the

landfill was covered with a final layer of dirt.

It was not until the 1970's, when the first environmental concerns emerged, that experts

recognized that previous decisions had been wrong. Disturbed areas once used as borrow pits,

sand or gravel pits, were often subsequently used for solid waste disposal. Because

excavation operations had removed the less permeable surface materials, waste was later

placed in the more permeable sands and gravel. This placement of waste increased the

possibility of leachate reaching ground water.

During the 1980's world economies faced new challenges. In the U.S., federal and state

governments were forced to cut expenses and reduce support for local programs. Instead, they

developed a series of agencies, guidelines, and procedures to help communities solve their
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own problems. During these years, collaborative efforts between local authorities,

community and non -profit organizations, initiated a series of experimental and research

efforts related to waste management.

Not until the 1990's did the first results of research start to offer new alternatives. New policies

and efforts were made towards waste reduction, recycling, composting, incineration and

landfilling.

3.2 Landfill Reclamation Experiences.

Landfill reclamation is divided into three sections, the first covers the landfill reclamation in the

City of Tucson. The second summarizes the information on landfill reclamation experiences

in various cities of the Southwest and finally the third describes some positive experiences in

various cities of the U.S. and the world.

3.2.1 Landfill Reclamation in Tucson.

Tucson has experience in landfill reclamation, but as many other cities, only on limited basis.

One of Tucson's first experiences was the golf course at the former Silverbell Jail Annex

landfill. A major problem with the golf course was subsidence which broke many irrigation

lines. After repairs, some fairway areas had to be constantly leveled to the original designed

height. This experience caught the attention of many neighborhood groups, which were

interested in the positive effects that a golf course had on the surrounding area.

Another experience concerns Broadway South or Poper landfill. In 1986, an eight story hotel

and an adult housing project were built. In both cases, proper installment of ventilation and

extraction systems for landfill gas were included. A series of structural measures were also

taken for the construction of the hotel. In both cases, the reclamation process has been

successful and the experience positive. (EMCON, 1996)
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3.2.2 Landfill Reclamation in 8 Cities of the Southwest.

This section includes a summary of landfill experiences in eight U.S. cities. They were chosen

because of their similarity to Tucson. The data reported were acquired by direct contact via

telephone with the specific governmental agencies. Direct contact was complemented with

literature review and "Web" searches. Interviews with agencies took place during the Spring

of 1997 as part of my internship work. Due to the difference in sources, lack of reclamation

experiences and the availability of information, the research could not be presented with the

same parameters for all the cities and it has been organized in the most comprehensive way.

Albuquerque, New Mexico: This city has a mixture of public and privately owned landfills.

Eleven landfills were closed before the 1993 EPA regulations took effect. The average size of

landfills is 100 acres. Ground water pollution has been detected and monitored in some sites.

Although there are no future plans, their experience relates to the Annual Balloon Fiesta,

where a closed landfill site has been used as the launching area since 1970. In some cases,

private developers bought open, unused areas of these landfills, where a multilevel parking

garage, a light industrial factory and a freeway exchange were built. Most of these

developments occurred during the 1970's. A housing project was postponed because of

funding problems during the late 1980's.

Colorado Springs, Colorado: The City of Colorado Springs owned and operated 2 landfills.

The county provides the solid waste service for the city now. One of the landfills was

designated commercial in an attempt to reclaim the site. Two buildings were built; the

commercial complex was closed due to gas and subsidence, one building was torn down, the

other is still open but constantly monitored, sealed and ventilated. There are no future plans

for reclamation, because the city wants to avoid future problems.

Las Vegas , Nevada: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) owned and leased the land to the

city which operated three landfills until 1993, when they were closed. Since there is a large
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supply of "open and cheap desert space ", there are no future plans for reclamation. However,

some private investors are interested in developing landfill sites.

Pueblo, Colorado: The county and city operated landfills which were closed before 1993. They

were later sold to a contractor. The only reclamation experience was a pilot project for a

methane -gas reclamation facility. It cost $16 million and later failed because the cost of

operation was higher than the revenues obtained from selling the gas. The plant was

subsequently dismantled and the site was closed.

Sacramento, California: The city does not own or operate landfills because the county provides

the service for the city. Private -owned landfills require a CUP (Conditional Use Permit) from

the Board of Adjustment (BOA). There are no future plans for reclamation, but there is a long

term regional plan for a previously opened landfill, which falls within county and city

boundaries. There is a constant monitoring mechanism in all closed landfills.

Salt Lake City, Utah: The city owned and operated landfills which were covered and seeded in

the 1970's. A city and county federal Management Area is used for open recreational use, and

a sport-flyer club of model airplanes (6 -8 ft wingspan) operates with a conditional use permit

(CUP). There are restrictions for the asphalt of runways for run -off purposes, gravel roads

and dirt cover. A free standing podium is allowed with the CUP. The Division of Wildlife

operates a shooting -range complex. No CUP was required and some work on the backing

berms and bullet retaining constructions was needed. The city is still looking to gain

experience. On a 23 -year old landfill there is a Recreational Nature Trail, under the Parks &

Recreation Department. There has been little gas reported and some subsidence, because their

landfill facilities and equipment are in "top- shape" and use "state of the art" technology. There

is a baseball diamond on a 8 -year old landfill with no problems detected. EMCON, which is a

consulting firm, has provided help and supervision. EMCON also worked on Tucson's Hilton

Hotel and on the Broadway South complex (Poper site) which were considered very positive

landfill reclamation experiences.

San Diego, California: San Diego's landfills are a combination of privately owned and city

operated landfills. Most of them are covered and seeded and maintained as no- public open
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space. One reclamation project is now a navy aircraft approach and crash landing area. There

is also a private light aircraft flying area for training purposes. On one of the sites the county

operated a recycling facility that failed and was dismantled. Some developers have expressed

interest in purchasing some of these sites.

El Paso, Texas: The City owns and operates 4 landfills that are open. There is one closed 20-

year old landfill, near the Rio Grande river that has two baseball fields. There are no recent

problems but there are no future plans for other reclamation projects.

Summary of the 8 Cities of the Southwest

City Experience

New Mexico Positive

Colorado Springs, Colorado Regular

El Paso, Texas None significant

Las Vegas, Nevada None significant

Pueblo, Colorado None Significant

Sacramento, California None Significant

Salt Lake City, Utah Very Positive

San Diego, California Negative

In summarizing these findings, the following points warrant attention. Studies for reclamation

purposes are yet to come. Since most of the cities have much open space there is no need for

landfill reclamation, though six cities have considered the option. Most of the cities (5) prefer

to leave landfills as open non -public spaces. There is a growing concern for liability and

maintenance issues. Most of the landfills were closed before the new EPA regulations took

effect, due to the high cost and maintenance standards. Half of the cities have, and maintain, a

regular monitoring program for gas and subsidence. New landfills are being located on

county land.

Land use designations vary from vacant land, open space, overlay districts with landfill

regulations, commercial and residential to industrial. In most cases, a CUP is required for
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development. There is one very negative landfill reclamation experience ( San Diego), but

there are very positive landfill reclamation experiences (Salt Lake City and Albuquerque).

Private developers have shown interest in buying landfill sites. There are many existing

closed landfills that were city operated, leased and managed but are still privately owned.

There is no reliable source of information to reveal the composition, size or depth of

landfills.

In general, the findings show that landfill reclamation has been tried in the region. Perhaps one

of the key issues is the constant interest that the private sector shows in these sites. As

discussed in Chapter 5, there is also an expressed interest from the community, not only from

private developers, but also from neighborhoods that wish to reclaim these areas for

environmental and recreational purposes.

As the following examples show, landfill reclamation is a process that takes time and a long

term commitment because it involves public and private participation. It also involves costly

standards for closure, preparation, design and -equally important- a long term investment plan

for landfill monitoring and manteinance.

3.2.3 Landfill Reclamation Across the Country and the World.

The following section includes a series of landfill reclamation examples in various cities. It

differs from the previous section because it looks more into positive experiences and

examples. Recognizing these successes is important because they point us in positive

directions, here in Tucson and elsewhere.

Phoenix: Phoenix has developed what is called "state -of- the -art" landfills: First, the 27th Av.

Solid Waste Management Facility (SWM Facility) is a national award winning multiple task

recyclable and sorter facility that manages and operates all the waste received. There is a

visitor center with library, meeting rooms, and educational displays. It is located on the former
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27th Av. landfill. This facility has a public art approach with an educational purpose for public

involvement, participation and information. Second, the Skunk Creek landfill is an impressive

modern facility. Although still open, it is slated to become a park upon closure in 2006. One

difference with this landfill is that management is not waiting for closure to make

improvements. As the "cells" reach their projected capacity, they are landscaped and seeded.

Both landfills meet EPA regulations. Third, the Dear Valley Golf course is a reclaimed

landfill that closed in the late 1970's. It is surrounded by development, which has been

enhanced by the golf course. A strong advantage of this site is that the waste composition in

one area is mainly construction and demolition debris, making it more stable (Phoenix

Department of Public Works, 1996).

Riverview, Michigan: One of the most unique reclamation uses, the Riverview Landfill or

"Mount Trashmore ", is a downhill ski run. Since opening in 1968 this project has been a

success. One of the main reasons for this was the lack of excessive regulation or opposition

from environmental groups. This project, besides being successful, has proven to be a revenue

source that has fostered development and more private investment (Carlile,1992).

Danehy Park, Cambridge Massachusetts: Danehy Park is a 50 acre capped site that was

converted into a multipurpose recreational park with baseball diamonds, soccer and football

fields, tennis and basketball courts, jogging and bike paths. Originally opened in 1990, it

became a staged project in which historical landmarks, woodlands and wetlands recreated the

original landscape while being used as a storm management area. Danehy park is an excellent

example of long term municipal commitment and abundant public participation (Morton,

1996).

Santa Fe Mines, Mexico: Developed in the far western part of Mexico City's metropolitan area,

the mines at Santa Fe, were originally gravel pits and adobe brick factories. In more recent

times, they became unplanned landfills or "dumps ". Since Mexico has an official program of

recycling and environmental conservation, it was anticipated that the landfill would be used

as a recyclable facility. Much to the contrary, most of the waste was taken by a laborious,

clandestine, and informal recycling process that involved peasants and trash collectors. In
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Mexico, trash is collected in large trucks in which waste is mingled together. Waste is

separated before being thrown in dumps. Most of the trash is divided and sold before being

dumped, making truck driving very profitable. Due to this informal economy, the

composition of waste on the "dumps" is mostly organic. The Santa Fe landfill has a proper gas

extraction system. There have been some subsidence problems and today the area hosts a

public park with soccer fields and playground area that serves the irregular settlements or

"colonias" in the former outskirts of the city.

Stokley Park, United Kingdom: Today this former landfill is one of the most impressive

corporate and public parks, with lush landscaping, 11 lakes, a golf course and full stands of

trees. The 400 acre site is located near Heathrow airport. It was originally conceived as a

greenbelt to sustain city growth and it later became a dump at the turn of the century. In 1981

the government formalized plans to turn this "dump" into a park, golf course and finally an

industrial -like park with high technology enterprises. Developing Stokley Park involved an

impressive and expensive set of steps of landscape and construction (millions of dollars have

been invested). One important feature of this site, beyond the reclaiming experience, is the

level of public participation throughout the process. Since the beginning, developers informed

the community of the project and their intentions. The main purpose of the project was to

benefit the community as a whole and develop a corporate park in a green buffer area. Stokley

Park was developed by the British authorities and the participation of U.S. consulting firms

(Hochstein, 1995).

Santama Landfill, Tokyo Japan: One of the most successful societies in recycling, Japan has a

50% rate of recycling, while the U.S. has a mere 13% (O'Connell, 1997). The uniqueness of

the Japanese approach comes from its high land costs; Japan reclaims not land, but the sea.

The project is called artificial garbage island, where future development will take place.

Facilities being built include incinerators which produce electricity, recycling facilities that

sort materials, and public parks that educate the community. With these kind of projects,

Japanese authorities are trying to cope with the waste problem, higher landfill costs, and wild

dumping that occurs throughout Japan (Austin, 1991).
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Freshkills Landfill, Staten Island, New York: Last but not least, Staten Island, better known

as Freshkills Landfill, is the largest landfill in the world. Built in a very sensitive marsh area

of Staten Island, it will fill 3000 acres; and, when completed, will have 505 ft. mountains of

trash. Staten Island holds two thirds of New York's municipal waste, and it is expected to

reach maximum capacity by 2005. It has helped reduce dumping fees by as much as 90 %, has

reduced transportation cost for trash removal, and generates revenue for the city. More

importantly, the site has become a mine for recyclable waste in certain areas. The most

important aspect of the project is that Freshkills Landfill will become a vegetated

multipurpose park. Today, in closed "cells" of the landfill, research and pilot projects are

being developed to introduce different species of plants and trees, landscaped dunes and

perched areas are prepared for migrating birds. Ecological and artistic projects are part of the

overall development plan. After more than one year of research, the number of resident

species has more than doubled, the succession of grasses and plants has been successful, and

results on depth cover for taller trees help set new standards for the rest of the landfill. With

some 8 years of activity remaining, the Freshkills Landfill represents an effort for

successfully planned reclamation and a legacy of our culture (Breen, 1990; O'Leary and

Walsh, 1992).
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Chapter 4. Landfill Considerations and Guidelines

Chapter 4 is divided in two major parts. The first part describes the range of environmental

issues arising from landfills and establishes basic guidelines for landfill closure, reclamation,

and design. The second part addresses the important issue of public participation. Although it

may seem repetitive, these are landfill considerations and not only waste considerations, as

seen in Chapter 2. The information is summarized by specific points to establish a list or set

of guidelines to be examined in a more comprehensive way. Most of this information has

been summarized from various sources, literature reviews, and city agencies.

4.1 Landfill Environmental Considerations.

The landfill experience has developed various major concerns and considerations for any type of

reclamation process. The most important are: landfill gas, subsidence and ground water

pollution. The following presents a brief description of the general considerations concerning

landfill reclamation.

Landfill Gas ( LFG): Waste decomposition generates toxic fumes and gases. One of this gases is

methane which, in high concentrations, can explode. Since methane is an odorless gas,

ventilation, extraction systems and constant monitoring is required.

Odors: While decomposing, trash generates foul odors and unpleasant appearance.

Ground Water Contamination: Leachate is generated by the decomposition of waste and the

mixture of it with moisture. If not controlled, leachate can migrate to ground water aquifers.

Erosion: Waste cannot hold vegetation if it is not properly covered by a cap of soil or dirt. At the

same time, these superficial layers do not remain intact unless vegetation is added to keep it

together. Erosion comes with winds and rains, washing the cover away and exposing the

trash. This attracts rats, insects, and birds; generates odors,and brings hazardous waste to the

surface.
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Temperatures: The decomposition process eats oxygen and is in constant chemical reaction. This

chemical process generates heat that might kill vegetation and can create an unpleasant

temperature.

Waste Displacement, Settlement and Subsidence: With time, waste tends to settle. Compacting

can claim up to 30% of the landfill depth in a 5 -8 year period, depending on waste

composition (Dillard, 1996). This affects the surface levels, any type of service lines,

construction or structures on it.

Site Assessment and Monitoring: A long term commitment of resources is required to maintain

the proper monitoring of each site's behavior.

EPA Regulations: These strict regulations generate high costs of operation, closure and design.

But at the same time, they represent the minimum standards that protect the health, safety and

well being of the community.

Hazardous Waste Considerations: Unproper waste disposal practices of the past had left

"Pandora boxes" with hazardous waste beneath the surface. Many times these type of sites

meet "Superfund "" requirements and are on the list of federal priority clean ups. Old landfills

with no regulations present this problem for the city, but at the same time provide an

opportunity for federal support.

Political Issues: The "Not In My Back Yard" syndrome of society, and now the "Not in my term

of Office" or " Not in my election year" (NIMBY, NIMTO, NIMEY) have become major

obstacles to decision making. Officials many times choose to avoid issues that might

compromise their political career, rather than face them with determination.

Property Value Changes: As seen in this document, a landfill can impact negatively the land

values around it. But if reclaimed successfully, it can benefit the surrounding area.

Planting: Vegetation is required for soil retention, grading and form. Proper vegetation species

for each kind of context should be provided by a specialist. The type of plants on top of a

covered landfill should not break the protective CAP layer, should eliminate moisture and

prevent erosion of the cover, while resisting the possible heat generated by decomposition.
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Possibility of Artificial Perches for Taller trees: Trees do not grow on top of trash, but with a

proper cover depth the cap cover might not be jeopardized by tree roots. This is important

because trees attract birds, which assists ground seeding naturally. This process encourages

environmental improvement through the gradual migration of species. A combination of tall

trees and artificial perches offers an interesting alternative for bird migration and soil seeding.

Possible Private- Public Participation, Concessions, Income: Public participation and education is

an important factor in any reclamation process. Every day society claims interest in these

sites, not only for the probable benefits of the improvements, but to avoid the negative

externalities of wild dumping, erosion and appearance. Public involvement should take place

from the beginning of any reclamation process. A reclaimed site, if properly closed, could

represent a source of revenue by promoting public activities or concessions on it.

Basic "3 R" Concept: "Reuse- Reduce -Recycle" should be part of public campaigns so new

disposal alternatives and practices such as composting, recycling and source reduction are

encouraged.

Liability: As any other project, the issue of liability is always a concern. Communities need

protection from the endless legal battles. These kind of problems are always obstacles that

inhibit future equity and efficiency.

These issues change depending on many factors of the landfill. Basically, they can be accepted

as a "rule of thumb ", but never as an absolute.

4.2 General Guidelines for Landfill Closure, Reclamation and Design.

The following material is a recompilation of several guidelines provided by waste management

specialists of the City of Tucson, and a literature review. It describes in general, detailed

specific issues, as guidelines of a technical check list to be observed during the closure of a

landfill site. Since each landfill site presents unique characteristics, any landfill reclamation

project should be supervised by the proper authorities and specialized professionals of the

Solid Waste Department.
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Provide an adequate Protective "Cap" on top of the Landfill

Insure that waste is adequately covered.

Prevent unwanted quantities of water from reaching waste.

Prevent erosion of the protective cap.

Allow gases to safely escape into the atmosphere or to a

collection system.

Design final grades that can meet the goals of a protective cap

even after anticipated ground subsidence.

Consider outside patterns of drainage from streets, roads or

adjacent lands to prevent any run -off or erosion of the protective

cap.

Select Safe End Use Structures

End use should avoid structures that are inhabited by people.

Depending on the specifics of a landfill, inhabited structures

could be placed on the site if the health and safety of people is

guaranteed.

If adding structures to a landfill, they should be well ventilated

and without confined areas where landfill gas can be collected and

concentrated.

Select structures that will not topple, damage or break apart as

the ground settles over the decomposing waste.
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Consider Long Term Maintenance

Maintenance of any site is recommended. In the case of landfills

it is indispensable and unavoidable.

Adding Infiltration Prevention of Water

Minimize infiltration of water into waste by contouring the

ground to prevent ponding on top of the landfill. Care should also

be used when selecting the appropriate contours so that slopes are

not so great that the run -off erodes the protective cap. As a rule,

a 5% minimum slope is recommended and a maximum of 25%.

In paved areas the minimum slope should be 1%.

If an ev apotranspiration method is used to minimize infiltration,

then an adequate design which balances soil selection and

vegetation should be used and recommended by a landscape

architect or environmental planner.

If adding an impermeable infiltration layer such as clay,

a mechanism to allow the migration of gases to the atmosphere

must be provided, without allowing lateral migration away from

the landfill.

Adding Vegetation as a Method for Erosion Control or Design

Use of adequate water balance vegetation and design.

Consider plants that can withstand poor oxygen conditions and

high temperature soils, produced by waste decomposition.

If adding plants for design, artificial perches can be included in

designed areas.

Use plants with root systems that will not degrade or perforate

the protective cap.
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Accommodate Landfill Gas Management

Provide natural or artificial mechanisms that will allow gases to

safely escape into the atmosphere. These range from simple

passive soil ventilation and tube canalization, to extraction and

treatment systems.

Design to accommodate any gas monitoring, extraction,

treatment or management system that landfills may need.

4.3 Technical Parameters for Landfill Selection.

The following parameters are a series of issues that need to be considered when selecting a

landfill site. Not all landfills can accommodate development. For example, the composition

of a landfill is important. A landfill containing hazardous waste needs to be cleaned before

any attempt of reuse. This information is presented as a summary of parameters for a model

of landfill selection.

Ownership

Landfill Status

The ownership will help determine goals or objectives in an overall

picture or specific purpose.

Landfill reclamation should be directed towards closed landfills, either

in a short or long term strategy.

Landfills closed prior to 1987 do not fall under regulatory rules for

closure. Therefore, these are more suitable for short term or immediate

reclamation and design. In the case of long term reclamation strategies,

open landfills can be included, but strategies must address regulatory

compliance if closed after 1987.
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Current Use

Monitoring Systems

They should address specific closure plans and coordination with

environmental agencies (local and federal) submittal procedures,

approval and final closure.

In the case of Tucson, a new ordinance has been recently approved ( NO.

8852, April 1997. Article IX of the chapter 29 of the Tucson Code ) that

deals with 27 closed landfills in the metropolitan area. It sets a series of

development regulations for landfills and any other property in a radius

of 1000 feet from an existing landfill. This new amendment was created

to assure informed, responsible and adequate development of any landfill

and adjacent properties. Its specific purpose is to protect the public health

and safety. Any reclamation effort should meet federal, state and local

guidelines or procedures.

Either permitted by zoning or for any previous existing use.

In most cases reclamation is an upgrading of the use, and most often is

favored and allowed.

Existing use should not be limited to the site. Compatibility with

surrounding land uses and the benefit that reclamation will bring should

also be considered. There are cases where there is an existing use or

development and the site cannot support any new or additional uses.

Accessibility to the site for regular monitoring and maintenance might

be required if a ground water or gas monitoring system exists on site.

Many times additional systems may be required.

End use must be able to accommodate the addition of other systems if

needed.
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Extraction Systems

Cap Material

The same considerations apply with monitoring systems. They should

provide for extraction systems, if needed.

Either gas, moisture or leachate extraction systems should be

contemplated from the initial design phase.

In any case, the end use may be affected by the presence of odors that

these systems produce.

Adequate cover of waste, either added or maintained, should be made

prior to, or part of, the end -use plan.

Adequate erosion controls should be considered, especially where there

are special cap covers susceptible to erosion.

End -use should not include the removal of the cap material or any

excavation on the waste, unless specified on the original design and,

therefore, needed to maintain integrity and efficiency of the protective

cap.

Landscaping and cap material should be compatible. This ensures the

integrity of the cap by protecting it from erosion or other forms of

damage.

Excessive loading (adding pressure to the cap from heavy loads) should

be avoided in order to maintain the cap integrity and avoid rapid

settlement or subsidence.

Any modification of the landscape, cap, excavation or removal of

elements after termination of landfill closure or end -use should require

special permits and inspection from licensed specialists.
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Drainage

Some sites may require additional earthwork to ensure positive drainage.

The purpose is to make water run away from the landfill. Ponding

should not be permitted unless specific permits are issued and measures

are taken to guarantee that water will not reach the waste.

End -use should not permit any water to reach the waste.

Type of Waste

Some types of waste break down faster than others, making landfill gas

and settlement occur over a shorter period of time.

It is important to know the composition of waste. Some types of waste

(construction debris) will allow more flexible uses and removal. In other

cases, an excess of organic waste will generate more landfill gas and

odors, making end -use applications more difficult. Toxic waste or

hazardous waste will certainly limit any site potential.

Factors like depth and age of the site will also direct the process towards

a more suitable and adequate uses.

Proximity to Structures

Any modification of a landfill should consider the surroundings.

Structures or nearby residents may be affected by the increase of odors,

settlements, weight, movement or even traffic increase in the area.

Disclosure to nearby residents of the existance of a landfill site must be

required by law.

4.4 The Issue of Public Participation.

State and local officials are responsible for the establishment of sanitary landfills. They can gain

public support by monitoring the impact that newly established landfills have on property

values. The same issue arises when a landfill is closed. Although problems such as rodents,

insects, odors and flying paper disappear, there are others like water pollution, gases and
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movement, that remain in the longer run. These issues have detrimental effects on property

values, and are of special concern to citizens residing near landfills. When officials agree to

consider such issues, citizen participation and support will strengthen the reclamation

process.

At the outset, the city may work in conjunction with the county or a private owner in the

operation of a sanitary landfill. Citizen participation during the early stage of landfill site

selection can be very valuable in gaining support. At the same time, recognition by authorities

becomes a much more important factor for landfill closure.

There are four major problems that concern neighbors living in the vicinity of a landfill (Massey,

1978) . These are heavy truck traffic, dust, odors and flying trash. After closure these issues are

dramatically reduced. A neighborhood suddenly finds that there is a usable open space that

causes (apparently) no further problems. Regular monitoring then becomes part of the closure

process. But over time, landfill sites that have been closed for years often witness

development in the area. Old landfills are open spaces that neighbors seek to claim for their

own benefit.

Public participation is one of the most important factors in a landfill reclamation process.

Citizens are participating more in the decision making of their communities and want to avoid

the old practices of city officials imposing plans and solutions (COT -TPAC, 1996). There is a

positive response towards landfill reclamation proposals, but each community differs

according to its area plans, culture, and background. Information that will determine timing of

development, possible uses, and regular monitoring of each site will help authorities and the

community determine the future of sites and the reclamation process.

Finally, the different approaches that this process might bring are important. On one hand, there

is strong emphasis placed on transforming landfill sites into new areas and uses, while hiding
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previous uses. This will mean that disclosure of the previous use must occur while the new

project is developed. The surrounding neighborhood will only know about the past use of the

site, but will ignore its characteristics. The other approach is the celebration of the landfill, a

more educational approach where the landfill will be viewed as a landmark. Most of the

public art reclamation projects in disturbed areas are taking this approach. In this way a more

environmental and educational purpose is imposed over past wrong practices, the importance

of recycling is emphasized, and the diffusion of alternative uses is promoted. Either approach

varies in solution, time, cost, and many other factors. One final approach is also contemplated.

Mining of landfills has become a possible lucrative practice, as it may produce revenue by

recycling and recovering old waste. At the same time it removes waste from the site and

allows for any type of development. This final approach requires a strong economic

investment and a long term approach because all the waste that is mined is owned. If there is

hazardous waste, proper removal and cleaning should take place. There are problems of odor

and subsidence, which require faster action and preventive mechanisms of exploitation.

Either approach to reclamation requires active public participation and commitment from all

parts involved; developers, contractors, city officials and community.
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Classification of Landfill Uses
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Chapter 5. Classification of Landfill Uses

Chapter 5 provides the classification of possible landfill uses. The first part divides the uses into

six major categories. The second part describes the uses of each category in list format.

Several uses may be simultaneously included in different categories, depending on the

approach implemented.

5.1 Categories of Potential Landfill Reclamation.

During the research phase of my project and with constant exposure to different publications, a

series of alternative uses started to develop. In the beginning, I only thought that a few uses

were possible. During the research I found different and interesting alternative uses. After

seeing the previous experiences in landfill reclamation and solutions to the different

considerations, a series of new alternative uses were now possible. As I became more

involved in this process, I thought of many other possibilities and came up with an interesting

list of uses.

Landfill reclamation addresses a problem related to waste generation, but its benefits are a

form or method for metropolitan infill, increasing land values, reducing infrastructure and

maintenance cost. Reclamation serves as an environmental measure that protects ground

water and disturbed lands, eliminates externalities of appearance, erosion, deterioration, and

wild dumping. It also serves the community by providing public open spaces with interesting

alternatives, attributes, public participation and other opportunities.

With all the information available, I identify 6 major categories of potential landfill reclamation

use. These are : (1) Recreation, (2) Development, (3) Waste related, (4)Energy, (5) Historic -

cultural- educational, and (6) Ecological.
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5.2 Landfill Uses.

1. Recreation. Activities in this category include sports, leisure, rest, exercise, competition,

image or appearance. All can be combined differently or reclamation can target just a few.

The following list demonstrates a wide range of applications.

Sports: soccer and football fields, tennis and basketball courts, baseball diamonds and tracks.

Golf courses.

Open space and picnic camp areas.

Outdoor museums or displays.

Roller blade and skateboarding ramps.

Walk, hike, bike and horse trails.

Downhill snow or grass skiing.

Cultural landmark centers (neighborhood, regional, area).

Buffer transitional zones.

Glider and parachute landing areas.

Model scale raceway areas or hobby performance areas for model planes, scale cars, etc.

:Balloon launching areas.

Occasional festival or festivity area.

Shooting range clubs.

Cross country 4- wheeling or cross motor biking.

Rodeo grounds.

Expo defined or festival grounds, on a regular or yearly basis.

Public art plazas and display.

2. Development. Development activities generate investment that benefit surrounding activities,

land values, infill, and even revenue on leases, rent, and user fees. Some possible types are:

Gas lighthouses, (methane) as flares for reference, as part of public art display, point of

reference, sculpture.

Cultural center, angora or plazas.

Land reclamation, after mining trash and cleaning the site, reuse of land as " it was ".

Buffer zone for noise reduction, transition, greenbelt, growth control.

Natural connector between areas or neighborhoods.

Environmental reserve.

Parking lot.
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Vertical expanded landfill.

Reforestation greenhouse, nursery.

Hobby grounds.

Occasional use area.

Transportation facility, community service, etc.

Market, mercado, seasonal flea market.

Festival and rodeo grounds.

Housing, commercial or office buildings.

3. Waste Related. These activities deal with alternatives for waste disposal, and may be a

source of revenue. Potential strategies are:

Composting facility (sludge and garden waste).

Recycling mining facility, near train tracks could import trash and export recyclable raw

product. Even mine the same site and clean it in the long run.

Soil land reclamation, (after cleaning).

Landfill vertical expansion.

Thematic museum, educational public facility on waste related issues.

Transfer station, processing station, service parking for public vehicles.

Treatment plant for soil cleaning, mine recyclables.

4. Energy. Activities related to energy can generate electricity and/or revenue. These activities

have an environmental and educational approach. Possibilities in this category include:

Composting.

Energy facility, incinerator, glass and metal recovery.

Lighthouse, gas extraction facility.

5. Historic, Cultural and Educational. These activities provide additional services to the

community, either in small or general areas. Strategies target the following:

Energy facility, open to public.

Lighthouse, as landmark celebrating an event, date, or memorial.

Amphitheater, open plaza, public performances.

Recycling and process mining facility, open to public.

Ecological areas as reserve, botanical gardens, environmental laboratories, reserves.
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Greenhouses for reforestation, nurseries, community service.

Educational grounds on waste or non -related.

Occasional festivity area, historic and cultural relevance.

Thematic museums.

Rodeo and festival areas related to cultural area.

6. Ecological. Activities of this type enhance and celebrate the environment and provide

education, aesthetics, and preservation practices. Possible reclamation strategies are:

Open space and parks.

Recreational facilities.

Composting facility.

Soil reclamation.

Natural connectors.

Ecological preserves.

Natural recreated areas.

Environmental laboratories.

Reforestation, greenhouses and nurseries.

Festival areas, tree day, green day, etc.

Wild life habitat and reserve.

Thematic museum.
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Chapter 6. The Case of Tucson

Chapter 6 describes the case of the city of Tucson and focuses on the study of landfill conditions

and outcomes. It includes a list of all the landfill sites in the Tucson Metropolitan area,

location, characteristics and possible uses in a matrix format, and a discussion of this

information. The following information summarizes data provided by officials of various

agencies, the "A" Mountain Landfill Design Charrette, and a review of pertinent literature.

6.1 Background.

The City of Tucson has 33 landfill sites in the metropolitan area. Of these, 23 are city owned,

maintained and operated. The 10 remaining are privately owned. Only one of these (Los

Reales) remains open and most of the rest were closed before the new EPA landfill

regulations of 1993. There is only one (Rylan Field) which is outside the Metropolitan area.

There are a series of social and political problems involved with being inside the metropolitan

area. One of these problems is the fact that most of these landfills (31) are located along the

natural watercourses of the Tucson Basin. Most of them are surrounded by existing

development and many were never designed as landfills.

In the arid Tucson climate, it can take 40 to 100 years for the waste to decompose totally. In

many instances decomposition may never occur. As a result there are growing concerns about

ground water quality, and explosive gases that are changing the way we view landfills. When

waste breaks down it "eats" the oxygen and can produce gases, liquid and heat. As the liquids

and gases migrate from the waste they can carry contaminants to the ground water. Migrating

liquids and gases can also leave cavities in the waste that gradually collapse, leaving behind

uneven and unstable ground surfaces. Some gases escaping from the landfills have a foul

odor. Methane gas, although odorless, is also a product of waste decomposition. Under

specific conditions this gas can ignite and explode.
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A combination of many things such as moisture, soil nutrients and specific temperatures are

required for waste to decompose. As each of these components are changed within the

landfill, the rate of decomposition can change as well. Adding water to a landfill can increase

the rate in which waste decomposes. This increases the chances of ground water

contamination, accelerates changes in the ground surface and increase methane production,

which can result in the higher concentration of methane required for explosive conditions.

6.2 Findings.

Tucson's oldest landfills were simply not designed for waste disposal. They are not lined or do

not have a protective layer that prevents contaminants from migrating to ground water or

soil. There were no covering or staged layers with compaction to avoid major subsidence.

There were no collection systems to eliminate gases or leachate generation. There were no

final closure covers to prevent erosion or adequate protection from runoff and water

infiltration. And finally, there was no original design to prevent gas, liquid or odor migration

from the landfill to confined areas which could reach dangerous concentrations.

Based on the average use and age of the Tucson landfills, a series of design considerations or

guidelines have been developed for landfill reclamation design. These were presented and

discussed in Chapter 4.

Table 7 lists all 33 landfills, while Table 8 describes important characteristics of each. These data

are compiled mainly to provide a comprehensive inventory for reclamation purposes. For

example, in addition to physical characteristics of landfills like size, location, and ownership,

there are also environmental factors like depth to ground water, presence of methane gas or

type of waste. All this critical information is presented in a matrix form, to facilitate landfill

reclamation efforts. All of the sites could be measured, considered or evaluated for any

specific use at the same time. The matrix serves as a tool to measure the kind of information
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needed, if not available, and as a way to organize the reclamation or chronological reuse of the

landfills. Table 8 is designed to ease assessment of these factors simultaneously.

Table 7 Landfills in the Tucson Metropolitan Area

1. "A" Mountain.

2. Broadway North.

3. Broadway South ( "Proper ").

4. Cactus.

5. Camino del Cerro.

6. Columbus #1.

7. Columbus #2.

8. Cottonwood.

9. Dragon.

10. El Dumpe.

11. Harrison.

12. Harrison County .

13. Irvington.

14. Los Reales.

15. Mission.

16. Nearmont.

17. Prudence.

18. Rio Nuevo North (Linda).

19. Rio Nuevo South (Congress).

20. Rita Road.

21. Ryan Field.

22. Ryland.

23. Silverbell.

24. Speedway.

25. State Pit.

26. St. Mary's.

27. Trenches.

28. Tumamoc.

29. Unnamed .

30. U. of A.

31. Vincent Mullins.

32. Walnut.

33. 29th Street.

Source: City of Tucson, Planning Department, 1996.

Table 8 provides important information for the landfill reclamation process. Columns 2 and 3

describe the status and ownership of the landfill. With this information a general plan could

be implemented, for example, on sites where there is only city involvement. Acreage in

column 7 is important for reuse purposes; not only will the size provide the possible use or

simultaneous uses but can also indicate the amount of resources that will be committed to

such reclamation. Column 4 gives an approximate date of the operation of the landfill. This

information is necessary to establish or determinate, approximately, the composition of the
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waste. This information could corroborate the presence of landfill gas (column 14) or the

defined boundaries, with comparative studies of aerial photos (if available), which will help to

determine a more precise size of the landfill (Column 13). Environmental factors impose

special constraints. Information about the depth of the landfill (column 8), where available, is

important to determine the depth to ground water, therefore, avoiding any contamination of an

aquifer. Elements like drainage (column 9), existing systems (columns 15 and 16), and cap

material (column 11) help as guidelines for a probable designation for future use, preventing

erosion, monitoring and determining covers, vegetation or any other considerations mentioned

in Chapter 4.

As seen in Figure 1, most of the landfills are located along the watercourses of the Tucson basin.

There is a major clustering of sites on the west side of the metropolitan area. This is because

these sites are on the "other" side of the Santa Cruz river, and if correlated with the dates of

operation (Table 8, column 4) it shows that most were operated during the 1940's to the

1970's. The chronology of growth (Figure 3) shows that these sites were on the outskirts of

the city until the 1960's when the area west of the Santa Cruz was annexed and developed in

the 1970's. The same holds for sites prior to this time which were surrounded by agricultural

or industrial activities. Information about waste composition, dates of operation, and physical

location (Figure 1 and Table 8 column 12), help corroborate data and can be used as a tool for

a whole urban reclamation project. The clustering of landfill sites also indicates the

convenience of landfilling as a practice for waste disposal. During those years, and without

any environmental concerns, the best place for the trash was the city's own backyard, where

dumping was easy, cheap, close by, and prevalent. The other two clusters of landfills are

located, one on the northern metropolitan area along the north side of the Rillito river and it

corresponds to the 1960's. After the 1950's annexations and subsequent development of the

1960's, these landfill sites became close to urbanization. The last cluster is on the far east side

of the city, along Pantano wash, and corresponds to the 1970's. The same pattern of operation
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dates corresponds to the development of a previously annexed area. This time a 1960's

annexation and 1970's growth.

Landfill reclamation could be used as an important tool to promote development, infili and

enhancement. It helps to reclaim sites that once were considered a nuisance. But there are a

series of important considerations that need to be addressed in order to warrantee the safety,

health and well -being of the community, these considerations were described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion

The Landfill Reclamation process could become a major tool for accomplishing the

maintenance or prevention of non -point pollution. Landfills could become an asset to

Tucson and not a burden. Surprisingly, public participation and interest concerning the

future of these sites is related more to their use and incorporation, than to closure and

avoidance. Landfills could become parks with public activities that serve the community in

many ways; recreation, aesthetics, economically, and of course, environmentally.

Table 8, discussed previously, compiles information on Tucson's landfills. It is the result of

the recompilation of several documents and visits to the sites. It holds most of the needed

information for a reclamation process, at least in terms of potential uses and the influence

of surroundings for the proposal alternative.

Due to my architectural background, and an idealistic and sometimes visionary approach, I

tend to be a problem -solver with direct and specific answers. As a planner I can only refer

to two recent lectures. The first is an article by John Friedman (Stein, 1995, p.78).

Friedman provides a justification for a planner's role in defining urban form. According to

Friedman, a planner becomes more than a passive actor who only recommends. Instead,

the planner becomes an active urban definer, someone who does more than identify issues

of land use, regulation, transportation goals and endless policies. The planner becomes an

urban designer, a sensitive scientist, an utopian bohemian in a world of cynicism, trying to

save the people, community and city where he or she lives. The second is a chapter from

the book "Planning in the Face of Power" (Forester, 1989). Forester talks about power and

professional responsibility, about political or private action and ideology, domination and

resistance. Forester tries to demonstrate that planners can make choices about their

exercise of political or private power in the planning process. Planners could use

information as an important tool of power that, when used strategically, can be a means to

empower citizens.
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Planners could be absorbed by corruption or frustration, always playing the role of a passive

actor. It is in the attitude of a planner towards his or her ideology where their work is

evaluated. A planner should be an active professional, responsive, available, always

anticipating problems, providing information, and having an active political role in the

decision making process.

My thinking is based on a landfill study, limited living experience in Tucson, professional

work, and experience in the definition of opportunity areas throughout the city. The report

identifies several possible uses for landfill sites, most of them public service oriented, such

as transportation centers, mix -use areas of development, activity centers for neighborhoods,

pedestrian or transportation oriented development, and others. According to my scheme,

these sites should be combined with potential development areas in the city, entrance

gateways, and historic landmarks. The target areas are centers of opportunity where

services like schools, commercial activities, libraries, vacant land and residential areas

already exist. The proposal also identifies a vehicular circuit inside the city. Using existing

streets, roads, rights -of -way and future roads improvements, the proposal links the major

activity centers as a whole. Private and public transportation will be used in those areas and

act as a collector circuit. Two major diagonal axis are proposed on top of the existing city

grid. The first, the I -10 freeway and railway right -of -way already interrupt the grid. This

axis will link the city with the recent annexed areas in the southeast and will provide the

communication axis with Phoenix and Benson. The rights -of -way (ROW) will be used for

public transportation, linear parks, trails and commercial outlet corridors. The second axis

is a new avenue, running southwest to northeast. It links the San Xavier Indian reservation

and Tucson International Airport with the Grant -Kolb intersection, and is a visual linkage

for the Sabino Canyon area with visual symbolic reference elements. This axis will be used

solely for public transportation, an express system of light train or monorail that will create

a series of irregular triangular parks and development areas along its course. It will break

the undifferentiated grid, create a visual variety, and break the continuity of long
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commercial strip axis in favor of boulevard -plaza elements where neighborhood activities

will occur. Based on available data, this axis crosses four major residential neighborhoods,

many commercial areas and city owned land. This is the weakest and most controversial

point of the proposal, since it will generate opposition and "taking" arguments, high costs

and long term development. I believe that such a proposal is possible, especially if it is

implemented in five stages and with adequate public participation. But I recognize that it is

a very sensitive issue in this times of short budgets, increasing debts and diversity

differences.

It is my belief that such a proposal, regardless of its aggressive nature or lack of accuracy,

could become part of the future image of the city of Tucson. A debatable and polemic

proposal to a place where its inhabitants recognize a lack of personality, defined character

and identity. A place where opposition, politics, environment, development, culture and

education are linked together. A place located in an enchanted setting and context, full with

culture, history, diversity, weather and magic. This proposal is presented very briefly, it is

the first step of many, the result of the study of many factors and some time.

The foolish dreams of today are realities of tomorrow. Who knows, perhaps in the near future

and then... in the distant past, this proposal could be considered for a city in change, a city

of wonder and history, of past and future, of heritage and culture, of technology and

science... the city of Tucson.
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Table #8 Landfill Information Matrix

Landfill ISituation Physical Considerations Considerations

Site Location Status Ownership Operation Current Use Structures Size Thickness

_nth ft.
20 to 50

Drainage

no

Depth to

G.water

33 -80ft.

Cap.

material
unknown -dirt

Type of Waste

Domestic/demolition

Defined

Boundaries

no

Methane (LFG)

Concentration %

i
Less than 5

1.60%

less than 1

no

Extraction

System

no

yes

yes

no

Monitoring_

System

yes

yes

yes

no

Dates (Acrea.e)
361. "A" Mountain. T14S -R13E S14 Closed C 1953 -1962 Vacant no, only adjacent

2. Broadway North. TI4S -R15E S08 Closed Private 19674970 Vacant no, only adjacent 50 25 to 30

30

in plan

Project

in plan

295 -328

unknown

167

unknown -dirt

lining & landscape

unknown -dirt

Domestic Garbage

Domestic Garbage

Trash

no

almost

no
3. Broadway South ("Proper ") T15N -R15W S08 -17 Closed Private 1955 -1962 Hotel and residences on it 80

4. Cactus. T13S -R14E S29 Closed Private 1959 -1961 Residential on it 3.5 40

5. Camino del Cerro. T12S -R13E S20 Closed County 1973 -1978 Vacant no, but near 19 30 -657 20-25

, 20 -25

27

50

no

in plan

in plan

in plan

in plan

unknown/polluted

41 -133

41 -133

104 -113

115 -140

unknown -dirt

unknown -dirt

unknown -dirt

unknown -dirt

unknown -dirt

Domestic Garbage
Trash

Trash

Trash

Domestic Garbage

yes

no

no

no

no

not available

not available

not available

9.6

not available

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

6. Columbus #1. T13S -R14E S27 Closed City ! 1960 -1962 Project pend. no, only adjacent 45

7. Columbus #2. TI3S -R14E S27 Closed

Closed

City 1960 -1962

City 1973 -1985

City 1964 -1966

Project pend.

Residential

Industrial Park

no, only adjacent
on it

on it

35

18

30
8. Cottonwood. TI4S -R13E S26

9. Dragon. TI4S -R13E S03 Closed

10. El Dumpe T14S -R13E SO2 Closed Private 1936 -1947 Vacant no, only adjacent 15 -20 15 no unknown unknown -dirt Commercial waste no no no no

11. Harrison. T14S -R15E S34 i Closed 1996 City 1972 -1997 landfill no, only adjacent 70 -120 70

not available

45 -50

120

40

40

15 -20

70

20

not available

I
Closure Drainage

I Closure Drainage
in plan

in plan

no

in plan

i no

in plan

in plan

, no

240

not available

237 -244

172 -210

33 -80

351 -357

351 -371

126 -130

33 -80

not available

Closure Cap

not available

Cap pending

Closure Cap
unknown -dirt I

unknown -dirt

unknown -dirt

unknown -dirt

unknown -dirt

unknown -dirt

Domestic Garbage
Trash

Domestic Garbage
Garbage & Trash

Garbage & Trash
Garbage & Trash

Trash

Garbage & Trash
Garbage & Trash

not available

yes

yes

' yes

yes

no"

no

yes

no

no

no
I

60

not available

no

47.7

not available

8

34.7

0

7.1

not available

yes

Not available

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

not available

yes

Not available

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

not available

12. Harrison County . T145 -R15E S35 Closed 1 County 1974 -1984 Vacant no, only adjacent 40

45

360 -200

30

10

15

20

40

32 -36

13. Irvington. T15S -R15E SO2 Closed City 1978 -1988

T15S -R14E S23 Open City ' 1967 - Present

Vacant

landfill

no, but near

no14. Los Reales.

15. Mission. T14S-R13E S14 Closed City 1963 -1970

T14S -R13E S14 Closed City 1960 -1967

Vacant/Park
Vacant

no

no, only adjacent16. Nearmont.

17. Prudence. T14S -R15E S17 Closed City 1974 -1978

Closed City 1960 -1971

Open,apts.

Vacant

no, only adjacent
no, only adjacent18. Rio Nuevo North (Linda). TI4S -RI3E S 1 l

19. Rio Nuevo South (Congress). TI4S -RI3E S14 Closed City 1953 -1960 Vacant/Bus barn on it

20. Rita Road. TI6S -R16E SO4 Closed Private I not available Vacant no

21. Ryan Field. TI5S -R12E S07 Closed City 1973 -1977 Vacant no 15 not available , in plan 300 unknown -dirt not available . no not available no no

22. Ryland. TI4S -RI3E S26 Closed City 1960 -1965

TI3S -R13E S28 Closed City 1966 -1975

Vacant

Vacant/golf course

no

no, but near

48

31

50

50

not available

in plan

in plan

no

104 -113

110 -122

not available

unknown -dirt

unknowñ -dirt

not available

trash

trash

trash

. no

yes

no

not available

not available

not available

no

no

not available

no

no

not available
23. Silverbell

24. Speedway TI4S -RI5E S17 Closed Private 1970 -1975 Vacant/Residences on it not available)

25. State Pit. TI3S -RI3E S34 Closed City 1968 -1970 ADOT on it 16 20 in plan

50 no

10 no

68 -140

126 -130

not available

unknown -dirt

unknown -dirt

unknown -dirt

Garbage & Trash
trash

Ashes

no

no

no

less than 38

not available

not available

yes

no

no

yes

no

no
26. St. Mary's. TI4S -RI3E S1 I Closed City 1963 -1973

State 1940 -1943

Park

unknown

no, only adjacent
no

10

unknown27. Trenches. T14S -RI3E SOI Closed

28. Tumamoc. T14S -R13E S16 Closed City 1962 -1966 Vacant no, but near 20 30 in plan 60 unknown -dirt Garbage & Trash no 2.7 no no

29. Unnamed . T14S -RI3E S l i Closed State/County 1920 -1938 ROW no unknown ! unknown no not available unknown -dirt Garbage & trash no not available no no

30. U of A. T13S -R13E S34 Closed State 1920's experimental farm on it and near 5 10 no not available unknown -dirt Construction debris no not available no no

31. Vincent Mullins. TI4S -R15E S05 Closed City 1976 -1987 vacant no, but near 30 75r-
20

Closure Drainage

no

229 -297

180 -200

Closure Cap

unknown -dirt

Garbage & Trash

Garbage & Trash

yes

no

54.2

12.5

ves

no

yes

no32. Walnut. TI3S -R14E S27 Closed City 1961 -1965 vacant no. only adjacent 5

33. 29th Street. T14S -R13E S23 Closed City 1963 -1967 Park/vacant no, but near 50 50 no 93 unknown -dirt Trash no 3.4 no yes

Source: Planning Department, City of Tucson 1996 -1997
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Figure #3 City of Tucson Annexation Chronology
Source: City of Tucson Planning Department
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